METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR LOW OVERHEAD ENHANCEMENT OF WEB PAGE AND MARKUP LANGUAGE PRESENTATIONS

Abstract: The present invention provides methods and system for enhancing web page and other markup language presentations. Tags are embedded (16) in the pages identifying aspects of the display subject to enhancement (18). A "zero footprint" player (20) is provided, as well, for selectively interpreting those tags to present the enhancements.
METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR LOW OVERHEAD ENHANCEMENT OF WEB PAGE AND MARKUP LANGUAGE PRESENTATIONS

Background of the Invention

The invention pertains to markup language presentation and, particularly, to the enhancement of web page presentations by web browsers. The invention has application (by way of non-limiting example) in facilitating use of web pages, as well as in training aids and accessibility aids, whether delivered over networks or operating on stand-alone computers.

Though the computer was invented over forty years ago, use of the ubiquitous device remains a challenge for most people. Bound paper manuals gave way to on-line help as the computer went mainstream in the early 1980’s. Software publishers have since struggled to make context-sensitive help screens that are comprehensive yet simple, thereby meeting the demands of novices and seasoned users alike. Both vendor and client have provided help-desk attendants which provided sources of assistance but at the increased cost, and often inefficient utilization, of staffing resources.

Responding to the needs of sight-impaired users presents a host of additional problems. Basic program screens and help displays may need to be magnified, visually revamped or played in audio. The size of the quality assurance task may, consequently, double.

These problems are further compounded by the decreased use of stand-alone applications and the corresponding increased reliance on remote applications that “execute” via users’ web browsers. Solutions to many of the aforementioned problems applicable to local applications often prove inapplicable to remotely executed ones.

An object of this invention is to provide improved methods and apparatus for enhancement of web page and other markup language presentations, e.g., by browsers.

A more particular object is to provide such methods and apparatus as facilitate web page use and as can be applied as software training aids and accessibility aids for Internet- and other computer network-based applications, as well as for stand-alone local software applications.

A further object is to provide such methods and apparatus as can be readily implemented at low cost, and without consumption of undue processor or memory resources.
Summary of the Invention

The foregoing are among the objects attained by the invention which provides, in one aspect, a method of enhancing presentation of a web page on a browser of the type that generates a display or other presentation on the basis of HTML (or other markup language) elements in the page. The method includes encoding, within the web page page, identification (referred to below as a "tag") of at least one selected markup language element the display of which is to be enhanced. The method further includes encoding, within the page, functionality (referred to below as a "player") that enhances presentation of the selected markup language element on a basis of the identification. In a method according to this aspect of the invention, the encoding of the identification of the element to be enhanced is separate from the encoding of the functionality that performs the enhancement.

According to related aspects of the invention, the step of encoding the identification (or "tag") includes encoding an enhancement itself and/or a reference thereto. Encoding the enhancement can include directly encoding help text, graphics or other information to be presented to by the browser in conjunction with the markup language element of interest, optionally, with formatting indicating how the enhancement is to be presented.

Encoding a reference to an enhancement, according to further related aspects of the invention, can include encoding a unique (or non-unique) I.D. for the selected markup language element or the web page on which it resides. The I.D. is associated, for example, with any of help text, graphics and other information that is maintained, for example, in a store (e.g., an XML database) accessible by the player or otherwise by the browser.

Further aspects of the invention provide methods as described above in which the player is encoded in the web page as a script, applet or a control. The script can be, for example, a Visual Basic or JavaScript script. The applet can be a Java applet. The control can be, for example, an ActiveX control. Regardless, a player according to related aspects of the invention is encoded with functionality (e.g., by way of script or programming instructions) to present the help text, graphics or other information associated with the selected markup element or referenced thereby.

Further aspects of the invention provide methods as described above in which the step of encoding the identification of the markup element includes encoding a non-conventional attribute in an otherwise conventional markup language element. A conventional markup element is an element specified, for example, in a standard such as that promulgated by the World Wide Web (W3) consortium or other standards association. A non-conventional attribute is,
for example, one that does not interfere with browser processing of a conventional element in which it (the non-conventional attribute) is included and, preferably, which is parsed by the browser for inclusion in the internal representation of the page (i.e., the document object model or DOM), yet, is not otherwise interpreted by the browser.

Yet still further aspects of the invention provide methods of enhancing presentation of a web page through inclusion of a player as described above. Further related aspects provide methods of operating such a player.

Further aspects of the invention provide methods for enhanced web page presentation in which a web page described above is presented by a web browser executing on a digital data processor. The player, executing as an applet, a control or a separate executable module, is automatically or selectively actuated and, thereafter, monitors elements identified, e.g., by way of the aforementioned encoded identifications. When a user takes action with respect to such an element (sometimes referred to below as a “user interface object”), the player modifies the web page presentation in accord with the enhancement associated with the element. According to related aspects of the invention, the player can modify the web page presentation under a variety of other circumstances, e.g., highlighting a user interface object that the user is to next act upon, highlighting all elements on a page which the user is to act upon, generating a pop-up display indicating a sequence of elements to act upon, and so forth.

In related aspects of the invention, enhancement can include emphasizing (by color, typefont, graphics or otherwise) the user interface object. In further related aspects, the player modifies the presentation to include audio or audio-visual components, all as specified directly or indirectly by the encoded identification. In still other related aspects of the invention, the player enhances the presentation by executing a script or effecting a state machine, e.g., providing wizard-like operation.

These and other aspects of the invention are evident in the drawings and in the text that follows.
Brief Description of the Illustrated Embodiment

A more complete understanding of the invention may be attained by reference to the drawings, in which:

Figure 1 depicts a digital data processing system according to the invention wherein a digital server system uploads a web page containing tags identifying markup language elements to be enhanced;

Figure 2 is a non-limiting example of one embodiment of the invention wherein a player utilizes a state-table to facilitate enhancement of a web page;

Figures 3A - 3C depict enhanced displays and other features presented by the player of Figures 1 and 2.
Detailed Description of the Illustrated Embodiment

Figure 1 depicts a digital data processing system, according to one practice of the invention, comprising a server 12 and a client computer 18 coupled via an intranet, extranet, Internet or other network or communications medium that supports HTTP or other communications consistent with the teachings below and otherwise in the conventional manner known in the art. A web browser 16 operates within the client 18 (or is otherwise in conjunction therewith) and is in communication coupling with server 12, also in the conventional manner known in the art.

The server and client computers may be of the conventional type known in the art that serve and access HTML pages, respectively. The server 12 may, for example, be a mainframe computer, workstation or other digital data processing apparatus suitable for serving web pages. In addition to disk drives (not shown) that store the pages themselves, the server may have an associated database 24 that contains text, graphics, scripts or other information for enhancing web page presentation, as discussed below. The client computer 18 may, for example, be a personal computer or other digital data processing apparatus providing a platform suitable for executing a browser that accesses for display or other presentation, e.g., audio, tactile or otherwise (collectively, "display" or "presentation") the web pages. The server 12, client 18 and web browser 16 operate in the conventional manner known in the art as modified in accord with the teachings below to enhance web page display. Browser 16 represents a conventional web browser of the type commercially available, e.g., under tradenames Internet Explorer™, Netscape Navigator, Mozilla, and so forth. More generally, the term browser refers to software or other functionality suitable for presenting markup language documents.

Though the illustrated embodiment utilizes a networked client-server configuration, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention can be practiced in other digital data processing configurations. Non-limiting examples include a stand-alone computer, e.g., with a browser that accesses web pages stored on hard disk, DVD, CD, hand-held device or other medium. Moreover, though the illustrated embodiment is intended to facilitate web page presentation with respect to HTML web pages, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the teachings herein can be applied to displays or other presentations of other markup languages, as well, e.g., DHTML, XML, to name a few.

The illustrated embodiment enhances web page presentation through use of (i) web pages that include non-conventional, HTML-like attributes or "tags" that are placed in conjunction with conventional HTML elements whose presentation is to be enhanced, and (ii) a script, program, other software or functionality (collectively, "player") that enhances the browser presentation of the conventional HTML elements based on the tags. The conven-
tional HTML elements may correspond to any aspect of the web page presentation that is to be enhanced though, in typical embodiments, these are elements that cause the browser to present information to the user and/or accept user input. In addition to elements specified by the World Wide Web (W3) consortium and other standards bodies, the conventional HTML elements include applet, object, ShockWave-Flash™, QuickTime™, RealAudio™, SVG and other known extensions.

The tags may take the general form of conventional HTML attributes, though with labels not used under currently-known HTML standards. The tags may be substantially self-contained insofar as they contain text, graphics, or other information from which alone the player can enhance the web page presentation. Such is the case, for example, of tags that contain simple help text, perhaps, along with directives specifying how that text is to be displayed. Upon invocation (e.g., in response to a user help request), the player can present that text in connection with the conventional HTML element with which it is used. Alternatively, or in addition, the tags may provide (indirect) reference to text, graphics, or other information with which the presentation is to be enhanced. Thus, for example, a tag may provide an I.D. (associated with an HTML element or a web page) or other identifying information which can be used, for example, by the player to look up and/or request from the server 12 (or other source) information from which the presentation can be enhanced.

The term “tag” as used herein refers to attributes (whether conventional or non-conventional) in conventional HTML elements, which attributes are used by the player as direct or indirect identifiers of enhancements that are to be made in the web page presentation. In some embodiments, the tags may comprise entire HTML elements and not merely attributes.

In any event, however, “tag” refers to attributes (or elements) used by the player for web page presentation enhancement in accord with the teachings herein and should not be confused with the more conventional use of the word “tag” merely as a synonym for HTML element.

Preferred tags are those which do not affect browser presentation of the web pages' conventional HTML elements. Still more preferably, such tags are of a form that are (i) parsed by the browser for inclusion in a document object model ("DOM") in conjunction with the conventional HTML elements with which those tags are placed, yet, (ii) are not otherwise interpreted by the browser.

Instead of, or in addition to, using tags to identify HTML elements of the web page that are to be enhanced, some embodiments of the invention include functions, tables, stores, lists, controls or other invokeable or addressable mechanisms to identify such HTML elements. For example, according to one preferred practice, web pages that are to be enhanced in accord with
the invention include a JavaScript function that, when invoked, returns a list of identifiers for the HTML elements to be enhanced. Such a function, which can obviate the use of tags, may include a "hard-coded" list of identifiers or may effect a database or table look-up to identify such identifiers. Provided with the list, the player can then search the HTML document or DOM to find the HTML elements to be enhanced.

Tags or their substitutes (as discussed in the immediately preceding paragraph) can be encoded within a web page in a variety of ways. One is through hand-coding. Another is through use of functionality which monitors exemplary uses of the web page and allows an operator to identify HTML elements to be enhanced. Such functionality can record the operator's input in response to such elements, recording text, graphics, or other information to be displayed to an end-user in response to his or her help or other requests. A preferred general example of such a methodology (albeit, not one applied in the context of web page presentation enhancement) is that utilized in the developer module of the product OnDemand Navigator™, commercially available from the assignee hereof. In conjunction with either the hand-coding or recorder-based techniques, a grammar-based methodology can be used to identify UIs for enhancement. Such a methodology is disclosed in commonly owned U.S. Patent Application Serial Number 09/925,613, filed August 9, 2001 titled "Methods and Apparatus for Grammer-Based Recognition of User-Interface Objects in HTML Application," incorporated herein by reference.

With further reference to Figure 1, there is depicted, by way of non-limiting example, an embodiment of the invention used to enhance a conventional form-based web page to include wizard-like text messages, dialog boxes and so forth to guide a user through the form.

At the outset, the server 12 "serves" or otherwise uploads HTML data streams or web pages over a network or other remote communications device. See, step A. This can be an intranet, extranet, Internet or other network that supports HTML applications, as noted above. The HTML streams or web pages can represent fill-in forms (e.g., a mortgage application as will be described herein), a simple display (e.g., a map or instruction sheet), a combination of the foregoing (e.g., a catalog), or a program, such as a server-based word processor, database system, or any other "application" capable of operating in a client-server and other web-based environment.

As noted above, a web page downloaded by the server contains conventional HTML elements, as well as tags of the type described above. In addition, the web page can include JavaScript, VisualBasic, activeX, XSLT or other controls or other functionality embodying the above noted player 20—though, in other embodiments the player 20 is implemented as a stand-
alone executable (e.g., that runs “along side” the browser) or browser-resident module of the
type commonly referred to as a plug-in.

In preferred embodiments, the player is a “zero-footprint” application (e.g., a small
application that does not require pre-installation) that includes relatively little native code (or
script) but, rather, that relies on information encoded within the tags, or in databases or other
stores to which the tags refer, in order to enhance the web page presentation. While a generic
player can potentially be used with all web pages (or at least all web pages that abide by the
same tagging scheme), the player can also be customized for use with specific web pages
or portions thereof. One such player implementation is presented in the Appendix attached
hereto.

Turning now to the client browser 16, per convention it receives the HTML from the
server 12 and parses it to generate the document object model, or DOM 22. See, step B. This
is an internal representation of the web page, which the browser 16 uses to generate a presenta-
tion on client computer 18. It includes representations of the conventional HTML elements
contained in the web page, as well as tags embedded therein. As suggested above, the browser
typically parses such non-conventional tags and places them in the DOM, along with the rep-
resentation of the conventional HTML elements, in which they are contained. However, the
browser does not otherwise process those tags.

The player does, however. In the illustrated embodiment, it accesses the DOM to
identify the tags and enhances the presentation based thereon. This can be accomplished via
generation of further HTML or via direct modification of the DOM.

Regardless, enhancements effected by the player can include highlighting UI objects
on the client computer 18 console, filling-in fields, selecting radio buttons, setting sliders, and
the like—all based on text, graphics and/or formatting information directly encoded within the
tags or referenced thereby. For sight-impaired users, the enhancements can also include, by
way of non-limiting example, magnifying or enhancing the contrast of UI objects, generating
synthesized speech, and so forth—again, based on information encoded within the tags or re-
ferenced thereby.

Instead of, or in addition to, text, graphics and formatting information, the tags can
include directly encoded or indirectly referenced scripts. These can be JavaScripts, VisualBa-
sic scripts, and so forth, that are directly executable within the virtual machine environment
established by the browser or, alternatively, they can be pseudo code, state tables or other in-
termediate forms that are interpreted by the player itself. Regardless of their form, these “scripts”
can manipulate UI field contents, e.g., causing the player to blank out certain fields, highlight others in sequence, substitute a fill-in field with a combo-box or, more generally, substitute an original UI with a different UI of similar purpose, thereby, aiding the user's understanding of the web page. Other examples are scripts that effect wizard-like operation, effectively, automating the web page operation for the user—e.g., filling in some UIs based on others' values, copying values from some UIs to others in exact or augmented form, skipping unnecessary UIs, presenting pop-ups, tables and dialog boxes and so forth to ease user understanding or use of the page.

Still other examples are scripts that establish a live link, preferably, via a browser window, between the user and an automated or live "help desk" attendant. In establishing the link, the script can cause the player to transmit relevant web page state information, as well as client computer information, web page HTML code, and screen captures to the attendant. The script can also facilitate direct implementation of changes suggested by the attendant. Thus, for example, if the attendant suggests that a UI presented by the browser be filled in with a specific value, the script can cause the player 20 to fill the suggested value in on the user's behalf.

In other embodiments, the scripts can cause the player to generate or confirm values for "cookies" maintained on the client computer 18. Use of the scripts and player in this regard, can reduce the need for information transfer between the client and server, e.g., insofar as the player acts as an agent for the server in establishing potentially proprietary or otherwise sensitive cookie values.

Whether effected by the player from directly or indirectly encoded text, graphics, scripts or other information, the enhancements appear as an integral part of web page from the user perspective. Nonetheless, they may be developed and implemented separately from the original web page development effort. This can speed implementation of the web page, since the persons involved with it can work independently of those who author tags, scripts and so forth for use by the player in enhancing web page presentation.

In step C, the browser 16 displays or otherwise presents the web page, e.g., text, pictures, video, hyperlinks and other output, while accepting text, user selections and other input, all in the conventional manner. The client user can activate the player 20, e.g., by selecting an option in the client display, clicking an icon, or other method. See, step D. Alternatively, the player 20 can be activated automatically upon download of the web page.

Referring to step E, when the player 20 is activated it accesses the DOM 22 to determine which conventional HTML element the user has currently selected or is near (e.g., as in
the case of a pointer that is hovering over a button or other UI object), if any. The player also traverses the DOM to determine whether there are any tags associated with that HTML element.

If the tag for the identified element contains a text, graphic or other information for use in enhancing the presentation, the player uses that information accordingly. This can be by direct modification of the DOM though, preferably, it is by generation of further HTML for display by the browser in the conventional manner. If the tag includes an I.D. (unique or otherwise) of the HTML element (or of associated enhancement text, graphics, scripts, etc.), the player 20 looks to an auxiliary store for the enhancement information. In the illustrated embodiment, this is by way of a request to XML or other database maintained on server 12 or by another digital data processor (including client computer 18, itself). See, step F. In other embodiments, it is by reference to a function, table or other invocable or addressable mechanism maintained in the web page or elsewhere.

Referring to step G, in the illustrated embodiment, the request by the browser 16 to the server 12 includes a UI identifier and/or HTML page identifier. The server 12 uses this to fetch or obtain text, graphics, scripts or other presentation enhancement information from data base 24. See, step G. The enhancement is communicated back to the player 20 (or, alternatively, directly to the browser 16). See, step H. The player 20, in turn, generates HTML reflecting the enhancement or modifies the DOM 22 accordingly. See, step I. The web page presentation is thereby enhanced. See, step J. In the event that the enhancements downloaded from the server, e.g., in step H, include “scripts” as noted above, the player 20 executes those in order to provide further web page enhancement which ends, e.g., at script termination or upon user request. In some embodiments of the invention, the web page may include JavaScript, VisualBasic, or other scripts or controls that interact with an API of player 20 to cause it to start, stop or perform a specific action. Conversely, the player 20 may take action based on the web pages’ specific state.

When the user has completed the web page or portion thereof, information collected in UI fields is communicated to the server 12 in the normal course, e.g., via HTTP directives.

The teaching above can be further understood via a simplified example of the illustrated embodiment depicted in Figure 2 and Figures 3A-3C. Of course, as can be appreciated by one with ordinary skill in the art, a typical web page can be more complex that shown in the example.
Referring now to Figure 2, an example of the illustrated embodiment using a state-table script 50 is presented. In this example, the script is designed to aid a client user in entering information into a simplified mortgage loan application. Therefore, it should be recognized by one skilled in the art that this example is but one of many possible implementations. In fact, the methods presented herein are suitable for many common user programs including, by way of non-limiting example, word processors, database systems, business enterprise systems, static web site pages, and any others requiring client user actions.

A user initiates download of an HTML web page in any of a number of common ways. The browser 16 creates the DOM 22 as described above. Here, that DOM is identified as element 52 representing the first HTML page of the loan application, is a directed graph indicating that there are four UIs: name 54, current address 56, social security number 58 and type of loan desired 60. Each of these UIs has an embedded tag, for example, name 54 has a tag with the value of "1" 62; address has a tag with the value of "2" 64, and so on. In this example the tags have only an integer value, although the tags can be more complex, e.g., containing embedded scripts, displayable attributes and the like.

The client user, in this example, activates the player 20 at this point, although the client user could pick any other point throughout the execution of the web pages. Here, the player identifies the current UIs being displayed via the DOM and sends a request to the server for enhancement information for those UIs. The server accesses the database and returns a state table 50 and instructions for displaying "pop-up" text explaining the UIs for the client user.

Each of the four states shown 62 through 68, has a set of "rules." For example, in state-1 62, the rules 70, here denoted using "pseudo code" for ease of understanding, instruct the player to load displayable prompts (e.g., text for use in pop-up text boxes) and to get information from client user input UIs. The rules can contain JavaScript or other browser executable instructions, and can also contain information such as attributes, points to scripts, and the like as described above. Contained within the rules are the tag identifiers (e.g., element 62) relating to the UIs.

The rules 70 are processed by the player, resulting in a client display as indicated in Figure 3A. These rules 70 are used to modify the presentation as shown in Figure 3A. As can be seen in the illustration, two pop-up text boxes 84a and 84b are displayed corresponding to UIs name 54 (Figure 2) and type 60. Further, both UIs are displayed in an enhanced mode 82a, 82b.
Continuing the example, here the client user is applying for a refinance mortgage, hence, "REFIN" is entered in the corresponding UI 82b in accordance with the displayed pop-up text 84b. This information is returned to the server but also is returned to the state machine script 50 via the player.

At this point, the server accepts the input, and downloads the HTML for a second web document and the browser in turn creates the corresponding DOM 76. This document requests the client user to input additional information concerning the property location and attendant financial information. The web page, at this point, has made no differentiation based on the type of loan application requested by the client user, but has rather, downloaded a generic screen corresponding to the application HTML.

The state table, however, transitions from state-1 62 to state-2 64 based on the value "REFIN" in the UI "Type." In state-2 64, a corresponding set of rules 78 is also present. As before, the rules require for the loading and displaying of certain prompts. Additionally, because the type of mortgage is a refinance, the property address is the same as the current address, hence the rules automate this entry by automatically filling in the value for property address as indicated within the rules 78.

Referring to Figure 3B, the prompts 86a, 86b are displayed informing the client user that the property address and price are not required for a refinance. Further, according to the rules 78 for state-2 64, "prop address" and "price" are blocked, meaning that any entry in those UI will not be accepted. The rules have automated this process by filling the property address with the value in "current address" automatically.

When the client user has completed the entries for this second document, the information is returned to the server which uploads a third HTML document where in turn, the browser creates a corresponding DOM 100. Here, the state table transitions to state-4 68 regardless of the type of loan application because the information is applicable to either a "new" or "refinance" loan type. Again, the server returns further information concerning state-4 68, the browser updates the DOM 100, and the display is updated (Figure 3C) according to the DOM 100 and the rules for state-4 68.

Methods and system according to the invention have a variety of uses. In addition to enhancing presentation of static web pages, business and other applications programs that are presented via web pages, and so forth, those methods and systems can be used to improve web page accessibility, e.g., to the blind or otherwise impaired. They can also be used for purposes of web page testing, for example, by automically exercising the web page (e.g., using
the player and the embedded tags) and/or by guiding human testers through the web page to perform test sequences. Moreover, they can be used to present the web pages to end users in alternate languages. Thus, for example, the player can be used to present the text on a web page in an alternate language and/or it can be used to present prompts that instruct the user in the alternate language. It will also be appreciated that methods and systems according to the invention provide enhanced security, since they can provide for web page enhancement solely from “inside,” e.g., without the use of executables external to the page and/or browser itself.

Of course, this example has been simplified to allow one skilled in the art to recognize the principles and methods behind the illustrated embodiment. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications can be made to these embodiments without departing from the scope of the present invention. These principles and methods can be more complex, encompassing extended automation scripts, video, audio and the like. In other embodiments, these methods can be used for database management and retrieval, front-end processors for complex data entry, and pre-processing information for multiple server applications, to name only a few. These methods and techniques can be used with a variety of markup languages in addition to HTML.

Therefore, in view of the above, what we claim is:
APPENDIX

EXAMPLE JAVASCRIPT FOR A PLAYER MODULE
function ondemandGetCookieVal(index) {
  var cookiestr = document.cookie.indexOf(";", index);
  if (cookiestr == -1) {
    cookiestr = document.cookie.length;
  }
  return unescape(document.cookie.substring(index, cookiestr));
}

function ondemandGetCookie(cookieName) {
  var field = cookieName + "=";
  var fieldlength = field.length;
  var cookieLength = document.cookie.length;
  var iteration = 0;
  var iteration2 = 0;
  while (iteration < cookieLength) {
    iteration2 = iteration + fieldlength;
    if (document.cookie.substring(iteration, iteration2) == field) {
      return ondemandGetCookieVal(iteration2);
    }
    iteration = document.cookie.indexOf(" ", iteration) + 1;
    if (iteration == 0) break;
  }
  return null;
}

function ondemandSetCookie(name, value, expires, path, domain, secure) {
  document.cookie = name + "=" + escape(value) +
  ((expires) ? "; expires=" + expires.toGMTString() : ") +
  ((path) ? "; path=" + path : ") +
  ((domain) ? "; domain=" + domain : ") +
  ((secure) ? "; secure" : ");
}

function ondemandArrayPushBack(array, element) {
  if (array != null && array.length > 0) {
    var newArray = new Array(array.length + 1);
    for (var i = 0; i < array.length; i++)
      newArray[i] = array[i];
    newArray[i] = element;
  } else {
    newArray = new Array(1);
    newArray[0] = element;
  }
  return newArray;
}

function ondemandLowerCase(s) {
  return s.substring(0, 1).toLowerCase() + s.substring(1, 200);
}

var ondemandState;

function ondemandLoadState() {
  var stateStr = ondemandGetCookie("odwhstate");
  if (stateStr == null)
    return null;
  ondemandState = null;
  while (stateStr.length > 0) {
    var iteration = stateStr.indexOf(":" , 0);
    if (iteration == -1) break;
    var element = stateStr.substring(0, iteration);
    if (element != null && element.length > 0) {
      if (element == -1)
        return;
ondemandState = ondemandArrayPushBack(ondemandState, element);
}
statestr = statestr.substring(iteration + 1, 100);
}

function ondemandSaveState()
{
  var statestr = ''; 
  if (ondemandState == null || ondemandState.length < 1)
    statestr = '-1:';
  else
    for (var i = 0; i < ondemandState.length; i++)
      statestr += ondemandState[i] + ':';
  ondemandSetCookie("odwhstate", statestr, null, "/", null, null);
}

function ondemandBrowserSniffing()
{
  // convert all characters to lowercase to simplify testing
  var agt = navigator.userAgent.toLowerCase();

  // *** BROWSER VERSION ***
  // Note: On IE5, these return 4, so use isIE5Up to detect IE5.
  var is_major = parseInt(navigator.appVersion);
  var is_minor = parseFloat(navigator.appVersion);

  // Note: Opera and WebTV spoof Navigator. We do strict client detection.
  // If you want to allow spoofing, take out the tests for opera and webtv.
  var isNav = ((agt.indexOf('mozilla') == -1) &&
               (agt.indexOf('spoof') == -1) &&
               (agt.indexOf('compatible') == -1) &&
               (agt.indexOf('operia') == -1) &&
               (agt.indexOf('webtv') == -1) &&
               (agt.indexOf('hotjava') == -1));
  var isNav4 = (isNav && (is_major == 4));
  var isNav6Up = (isNav && (is_major >= 5));
  var isGecko = (agt.indexOf('gecko') != -1);

  var is-ie = ((agt.indexOf("msie") == -1) &&
               (agt.indexOf("operia") == -1));
  var is-ie3 = (is-ie && (is_major < 4));
  var is-ie4 = (is-ie && (is_major == 4) &&
               (agt.indexOf("msie 4") == -1));
  isIE5Up = (is-ie && !is-ie3 && !is-ie4);
}

function ondemandStep(next, action, bubbleopt, bx, by, bw, objname, message, cid, attribute, id, value)
{
  this.next = next;
  this.action = action;
  this.bubbleopt = bubbleopt;
  this.bx = bx;
  this.by = by;
  this.bw = bw;
  this.objname = objname;
  this.message = message;
  this.cid = cid;
  this.attribute = attribute;
  this.id = id;
  this.value = value;
}

var prefixFlag = null;
function ondemandIEClickHandler()
{
    for (var i = 0; i < ondemandSpyObjects.length; i++)
        for (var j = 0; j < ondemandSpyObjects[i].length; j++)
            if (event.srcElement == ondemandSpyObjects[i][j]) {
                ondemandNext(i);
                return;
            }
}

function ondemandGeckoClickHandler(event)
{
    ondemandNext(0);
}

function ondemandIEBlurHandler()
{
    ondemandIEKeyEventHandler(false);
    ondemandIEKeyEventHandler(true);
}

function ondemandIEKeyDownHandler()
{
    if (event.keyCode == ondemandSteps[ondemandState[0]].value)
        ondemandNext(0);
}

function ondemandGeckoKeyDownHandler(event)
{
    if (event.keyCode == ondemandSteps[ondemandState[0]].value)
        ondemandNext(0);
}

function ondemandIEEventHandler()
{
    if (event.propertyName == "value") {
        // if (ondemandSpyObjects[0].value == ondemandSteps[ondemandState[0]].value)
        prefixFlag = ondemandState[0];
        ondemandNext(0);
    }
}

function ondemandGeckoEventHandler()
{
    if (ondemandSpyObjects[0].value == ondemandSteps[ondemandState[0]].value)
        ondemandNext(0);
}

function ondemandIEEventHandler()
{
    prefixFlag = ondemandState[0];
    ondemandNext(0);
}

function ondemandIEEventHandler()
{
    ondemandHilite(ondemandSpyObjects);
}

function ondemandGeckoEventHandler(event)
{
    ondemandHilite(ondemandSpyObjects);
}

function ondemandIEEventHandler(objects, attach, eventname, eventHandler)
if (objects) {
    for (var i = 0; i < objects.length; i++) {
        if (attach)
            objects[i].addEventListener(eventName, eventHandler);
        else
            objects[i].removeEventListener(eventName, eventHandler);
    }
}

function ondemandGeckoSpyEvent(attach, eventName, eventHandler, capture) {
    if (ondemandSpyObjects) {
        for (var i = 0; i < ondemandSpyObjects.length; i++) {
            if (attach)
                ondemandSpyObjects[i].addEventListener(eventName, eventHandler, capture);
            else
                ondemandSpyObjects[i].removeEventListener(eventName, eventHandler, capture);
        }
    }
}

function ondemandSpyMouseEvent(objects, attach) {
    if (isIE5Up) {
        ondemandIESpyEvent(objects, attach, "onmousedown",
            ondemandIEClickListener);
    } else if (isNav6Up || isGecko) {
        ondemandGeckoSpyEvent(objects, attach, "click", ondemandGeckoClickListener, true);
    }
}

function ondemandSpyFocusEvent(objects, attach) {
    if (isIE5Up) {
        ondemandIESpyEvent(objects, attach, "onfocus",
            ondemandIEClickListener);
    } else if (isNav6Up || isGecko) {
    }
}

function ondemandIESpyKeyEvent(attach) {
    if (attach)
        ondemandSpyObjects = new Array(document.activeElement);
    ondemandIESpyEvent(attach, "onkeydown", ondemandIEKeyListener);
    ondemandIESpyEvent(attach, "onblur", ondemandIEblurHandler);
}

function ondemandGeckoSpyKeyEvent(attach) {
    if (attach)
        ondemandSpyObjects = new Array(document.body);
    ondemandGeckoSpyEvent(attach, "keydown", ondemandGeckoKeyListener, true);
}

function ondemandKeyPressEvent(attach) {
    if (isIE5Up) {
        ondemandIEventKeyEvent(attach);
    } else if (isNav6Up || isGecko) {
        ondemandGeckoSpyKeyPressEvent(attach);
    }
}
function ondemandSpyStringEvent(objects, attach) {
  if (isIE5Up) {
    ondemandIESpyEvent(objects, attach, "onpropertychange",
      ondemandIFTextHandler);
  } else if (isNav6Up || isGecko) {
    ondemandGeckoSpyEvent(attach, "keyup", ondemandGeckoTextHandler, false);
  }
}

function ondemandSpyComboEvent(objects, attach) {
  if (isIE5Up) {
    ondemandIESpyEvent(objects, attach, "onfocus",
      ondemandIEComboBoxHandler);
  }
}

function ondemandSpyStep(attach) {
  if (ondemandSpyObjects == null)
    return;
  for (var i = 0; i < ondemandSpyObjects.length; i++) {
    var ondemandSpyEvent = ondemandSteps[ondemandState[i]];
    if (ondemandSpyEvent.action == 0) {
      ondemandSpyMouseEvent(ondemandSpyObjects[i], attach);
    } else if (ondemandSpyEvent.action == 1) {
      ondemandSpyKeyEvent(attach);
    } else if (ondemandSpyEvent.action == 2) {
      ondemandSpyStringEvent(ondemandSpyObjects[i], attach);
    } else if (ondemandSpyEvent.action == 3) {
      ondemandSpyComboEvent(ondemandSpyObjects[i], attach);
    } else if (ondemandSpyEvent.action == 4) {
      ondemandSpyFocusEvent(ondemandSpyObjects[i], attach);
    }
  }
}

function getOffsetLeft(el) {
  var ol = el.offsetLeft;
  while ((el = el.offsetParent) != null)
    ol += el.offsetLeft;
  return ol;
}

function getOffsetLeftX(el) {
  var ot;
  var mot = getOffsetLeftB(el);
  for (var i = 0; i < el.childNodes.length; i++) {
    ot = getOffsetLeft(el.childNodes[i]);
    if (ot < mot)
      mot = ot;
  }
  return mot;
}

function getOffsetTopB(el) {
  var ot = el.offsetTop;
  while ((el = el.offsetParent) != null)
    ot += el.offsetTop;
  return ot;
}

function getOffsetTop(el) {
  var ot;
var mot = getOffsetTopB(el);
for (var i = 0; i < el.childNodes.length; i++) {
    ot = getOffsetTop(el.childNodes[i]);
    if (ot < mot)
        mot = ot;
}
return mot;
}

function ondemandHilite()
{
    var player = document.getElementById("ondemandPlayer");
    if (player == null)
        return;
    var playerID = ";
    var targetss = ondemandSpyObjects;
    if (targetss && targetss.length > 0) {
        for (var si = 0; si < targetss.length; si++) {
            var targets = targetss[si];
            if (targets && targets.length > 0) {
                var ileft = 0;
                var itop;
                var iright = -1;
                var ibottom;
                for (var i = 0; i < targets.length; i++) {
                    var ileft = getOffsetLeft(targets[i]);
                    var itop = getOffsetTop(targets[i]);
                    var iright = ileft + targets[i].offsetWidth;
                    var ibottom = itop + targets[i].offsetHeight;
                    if (iright - ileft <= 0) {
                        ileft = ileft;
                        itop = itop;
                        iright = iright;
                        ibottom = ibottom;
                    } else {
                        if (ileft < ileft)
                            ileft = ileft;
                        if (iright > iright)
                            iright = iright;
                        if (itop < itop)
                            itop = itop;
                        if (ibottom > ibottom)
                            ibottom = ibottom;
                    }
                }
                var iwidth = iright - ileft + 6;
                var ihheight = ibottom - itop;
                ileft -= 3;
                itop -= 3;
                var bubble = ";
                var cs = ondemandSteps[ondemandState[si]];
                var bubbleopt = cs.bubbleopt;
                var bubbletext;
                if (bubbleopt > 0) {
                    if (cs.message == null) {
                        bubbletext = ondemandTemplates[cs.action][0][0] +
                        cs.obname +
                        ondemandTemplates[cs.action][0][1];
                    } else {
                        bubbletext = cs.message + ";";
                    }
                }
                if (prefixFlag) {
                    var csp = ondemandSteps[prefixFlag];
                }
var bubblepref = ondemandTemplates[csp.action][1][0] + csp.objname;
+ ondemandTemplates[csp.action][1][1];
if (csp.message != null)
bubblepref += '(' + ondemandLowercase(csp.message) + ')';
bubblepref += ondemandTemplates[csp.action][1][2];
bubbletext = bubblepref + ondemandLowercase(bubbletext);

} // prefixFlag = null;
bubbletext += '<br><nobr><a href="javascript:
ondemandNext(0)">[Skip]</a> <a href="javascript:
ondemandStop()">[Close]</a></nobr>;

if (bubbleopt == 0) {
} else if (bubbleopt == 1) {
bubble = '<div style="position:absolute; top:' +
(bottom + cs.by) + ';left:' + (right + cs.bx) + '"
+ 'cellpadding="0" + cellspacing="0" + 'tr'><td><img
+ 'alt="" src="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC0ull.gif'
+ 'width="36" height="35"'></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC0ull2.gif'><img
+ 'alt="" src="" +
+ ondemandPathMime
+ 's.gif' + 'width="5" height="1"></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC0ull3.gif' + 'width="21" height="35"></td>'
+ 'tr'><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC0ull4.gif'><img
+ 'alt="" src="" +
+ ondemandPathMime
+ 's.gif' + 'width="5" height="1"></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC0ull5.gif' + 'width="21" height="31"></td>'
+ 'tr'></td><td></div>;'}
else if (bubbleopt == 2) {
bubble = '<div style="position:absolute; top:' +
(bottom + cs.by) + ';left:' + (right + cs.bx) + '"
+ 'cellpadding="0" + cellspacing="0" + 'tr'><td><img
+ 'alt="" src="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC001.gif' + 'width="16"'
+ 'height="15"'></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC002.gif'><img
+ 'alt="" src="" +
+ ondemandPathMime
+ 's.gif' + 'width="5" height="1"></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC003.gif' + 'width="21" height="15"></td>'
+ 'tr'><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC004.gif'><img
+ 'alt="" src="" +
+ ondemandPathMime
+ 's.gif' + 'width="5" height="1"></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC005.gif' + 'width="100%"'></td>
+ 'span style="font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 12px; line-height: normal seismic';
+ ' + ondemandPathMime
+ 's.gif' + 'width="5" height="1"></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC006.gif'><img
+ 'alt="" src="" +
+ ondemandPathMime
+ 's.gif' + 'width="5" height="1"></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC007.gif' + 'width="36" height="31"></td>'
+ 'tr'><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC008.gif'><img
+ 'alt="" src="" +
+ ondemandPathMime
+ 's.gif' + 'width="5" height="1"></td><td background="" +
+ ondemandPathMime + 'bFFFFFC009.gif' + 'width="21" height="31"></td>'
+ 'tr'></td></div>;'}
player.innerHTML = playerIH;
}

function ondemandAction(newState)
{
    ondemandSpyStep(false);
    ondemandState = newState;
    ondemandSpyObjects = null;
    if (ondemandState == null) {
        document.getElementById("ondemandPlayerStart").innerHTML = '<a href="javascript:ondemandTopic()"><img src="" + ondemandPathMime + 'professor.gif" width="23" height="23" alt="" border="0"></a>");
        document.getElementById("ondemandPlayer").innerHTML = ';
    } else {
        if (document.getElementsByTagName('body')[0].getAttribute('odcid ')) == ondemandSteps[ondemandState[0]].cid)
        document.getElementById("ondemandPlayerStart").innerHTML = ';
        ondemandSpyObjects = new Array(ondemandState.length);
        var i, j;
        var all;
        if (isIE5Up)
            all = document.all;
        else
            all = document.getElementsByTagName('*'),
            for (i = 0; i < ondemandState.length; i++) {
                ondemandSpyObjects[i] = null;
                for (j = 0; j < all.length; j++) {
                    if (all[j].getAttribute(ondemandSteps[ondemandState[i]].attribute) == ondemandSteps[ondemandState[i]].id)
                        ondemandSpyObjects[i] = ondemandArrayPushBack(ondemandSpyObjects[i], all[j]);
                }
            }
        ondemandSpyStep(true);
        ondemandHighlight();
    } else {
        document.getElementById("ondemandPlayerStart").innerHTML = '<a href="javascript:ondemandTopic()"><img src="" + ondemandPathMime + 'professor.gif" width="23" height="23" alt="" border="0"></a>");
        document.getElementById("ondemandPlayer").innerHTML = ';
    }
}

ondemandSaveState();
}

/*
var bubbletext = '<nobr><a href="javascript:ondemandBack()">[Back]<\n/a> &gt;
+ '<a href="javascript:ondemandNext()">[Next]<\/a> &lt;a
href="javascript:ondemandStop()">[Stop]<\a>/\a></nobr>'; var i, var targets = null;
var ctags = ;
var hs = (ondemandStep * 2 + 2) / 2;
var cs = ondemandSteps[ondemandStep];
if (prefixFlag) {
    for (var csp = ondemandSteps[ondemandStep - 1];
        bubbletext += '[' + hs + '] ' + ondemandTemplates[csp.action][1][0] + csp.objname + ondemandTemplates[csp.action][1][1] + '<br>' + ondemandTemplates[cs.action][0][0] + cs.objname + ondemandTemplates[cs.action][cs.logclass][1];
    } else {
        bubbletext += '[' + hs + '] ' +
+ ondemandTemplates[cs.action][cs.logclass][0] +
   cobjname
+ ondemandTemplates[cs.action][cs.logclass][1] +
   '<br><br>'
}
prefixFlag = false;
if (isIE5Up)
  ctags = document.all;
else
  ctags = document.getElementsByTagName('**');
for (i = 0; i < ctags.length; i++) {
  if (ctags[i].getAttribute(ondemandSteps[ondemandStep].attribbute) == ondemandSteps[ondemandStep].id)
    targets = ondemandArrayPushBack(targets, ctags[i]);
}
  targets = new Array(document.getElementById("ondemandPlayerStart");
ondemandHilite(targets);
ondemandSpyStep(targets);
*/

function ondemandTopic()
{
  var steps = null;
  var cid = document.getElementsByTagName('body')[0].getAttribute("odc id");
  for (var i = 0; i < ondemandSteps.length; i++) {
    if (ondemandSteps[i].cid == cid) {
      if (i != 0)
        steps = [ i ];
      break;
    }
  }
  if (steps == null)
    steps = ondemandStepsFirst;
  ondemandAction(steps);
}

function ondemandNext(branch)
{
  ondemandAction(ondemandSteps[ondemandState[branch]].next);
}

function ondemandStop()
{
  ondemandAction(null);
}

function ondemandCopyState(state)
{
  ondemandState = null;
  if (state)
  
    for (var i = 0; i < state.length; i++)
      ondemandState = ondemandArrayPushBack(ondemandState, state[i]);
}

function ondemandPopupClose()
{
  window.opener.ondemandCopyState(ondemandState);
  window.opener.popupWindow = null;
  // window.opener.ondemandShow();
}

function ondemandHide()
document.getElementById("ondemandPlayerStart").innerHTML = '';
document.getElementById("ondemandPlayer").innerHTML = '';  
ondemandSpyStep(false);
ondemandSpyObjects = null;
}

var popupWindow;

function ondemandShow() {
  if (popupWindow == null) {
    player = document.getElementById("ondemandPlayer");
    // player.innerHTML = '
    // <table width="100%"><tbody><tr><td id="ondemandPlayerWindow" style="border:1px solid red; padding: 5px 5px"><div class="bodytext" align="center"><div id="ondemandPlayerControls"></div><div id="ondemandPlayerMessage"></div></div></tbody></tr></tbody></table>';
    ondemandAction(ondemandState);
  }
}

function ondemandIsValidCtx() {
  var cid = document.getElementsByTagName('body')[0].getAttribute("odcid");
  for (var i = 0; i < ondemandSteps.length; i++) {
    if (ondemandSteps[i].cid == cid) {
      return true;
    }
  }
  return false;
}

function ondemandBrowserSniffing() {
  if (isIE5up || isNetscape6up || isGecko) {
    ondemandStepsFirst = [ 14, 0 ];
    ondemandSteps = new Array(
      /* 0 */ new ondemandStep([ 1], 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, "Look up D-U-N-S-Reg. number", null, "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "odid", "link01", null),
      /* 1 */ new ondemandStep([ 2], 4, 1, -80, 0, 140, "Buyer Name", null, "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "businessName", null),
      /* 2 */ new ondemandStep([ 3], 2, 1, -80, 0, 140, "Buyer Name", "Enter your Buyer's name", "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "businessName", null),
      /* 3 */ new ondemandStep([ 4], 3, -3, 5, 212, "Local Identification Type", "Select the correct Local Identification Type", "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "typeId", null),
      /* 4 */ new ondemandStep([ 5], 4, -130, 4, 211, "Local Identification", null, "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "duns", null),
      /* 5 */ new ondemandStep([ 6], 2, 1, -50, 0, 131, "Local Identification", "Enter local identification", "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "duns", null),
      /* 6 */ new ondemandStep([ 7], 3, 2, 10, -25, 180, "Country", "Select your Buyer's domicile country", "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "country", null),
      /* 7 */ new ondemandStep([ 8], 4, 2, 2, -92, 153, "Address", null, "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "address", null),
      /* 8 */ new ondemandStep([ 9], 2, 2, -155, 140, "Address", "Enter address", "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "address", null),
      /* 9 */ new ondemandStep([10], 4, 2, -105, 175, "City/ Town", null, "DUNSSEARCH", "name", "city", null),
    );
  }
}

function ondemandAction(ondemandState) {
/* 10 */ new ondemandStep([11], 2, 2, 10, -85, 150, "City/Town", null, "DUNSSearch", "name", "city", null),
/* 11 */ new ondemandStep([12], 3, 2, -135, 180, "State/Province", null, "DUNSSearch", "name", "stateRegion", null),
/* 12 */ new ondemandStep([13], 0, 2, 20, -60, 150, "Search for buyer", null, "DUNSSearch", "className", "navbutton", null),
/* 13 */ new ondemandStep([19], 0, 3, 10, -80, 140, "D-U-N-Sreg; No", "Select an item from the list", "DUNSSearch", "odid", "link01", null),
/* 14 */ new ondemandStep([15], 4, 2, 10, -60, 380, "Buyer Name", "Click in the <b>Buyer Name</b> field if you ALSO know the Buyer's <nobr>D-U-N-Sreg;</nobr> number. If you do not know your Buyer's D-U-N-Sreg; number, click the <b>Look up D-U-N-Sreg; number</b> link", "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "buyerName", null),
/* 15 */ new ondemandStep([16], 2, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Buyer Name", "Enter your Buyer's name", "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "buyerName", null),
/* 16 */ new ondemandStep([17], 3, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Country", "Select your Buyer's domicile country", "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "country", null),
/* 17 */ new ondemandStep([18], 4, 1, 0, 0, 270, "D-U-N-Sreg; No", null, "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "duns", null),
/* 18 */ new ondemandStep([19], 2, 1, 0, 0, 270, "D-U-N-Sreg; No", "Enter the Buyer's DUNS number", "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "duns", null),
/* 19 */ new ondemandStep([20], 3, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Currency", "Select the currency for your Projected Sales and Requested Limit for this Buyer", "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "currency", null),
/* 20 */ new ondemandStep([21], 4, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Projected Sales", null, "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "projectedSales", null),
/* 21 */ new ondemandStep([22], 2, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Projected Sales", "Enter your annual Projected Sales to this Buyer", "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "projectedSales", null),
/* 22 */ new ondemandStep([23], 3, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Terms of Payment", "Select your maximum terms of payment extended to this Buyer (in days)", "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "paymentTerms", null),
/* 23 */ new ondemandStep([24], 4, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Requested Credit Limit", null, "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "requestedCreditLimit", null),
/* 24 */ new ondemandStep([25], 2, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Requested Credit Limit", "Enter amount of credit wish to extend to this buyer", "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "name", "requestedCreditLimit", null),
/* 25 */ new ondemandStep(null, 0, 1, 0, 0, 270, "Submit this buyer", null, "PM_ADD_SINGLE_BUYER", "odid", "link02", null));

if (ondemandIsValidCtx() != true)
  return;

ondemandSpyObjects = null;
ondemandLoadState();

if (isIE5Up) {
  if (window.opener != null & & ondemandFrame) {
window.opener.popupWindow = this;
window.opener.ondemandHide();
window.attachEvent("onunload", ondemandPopupClose);
  }
window.attachEvent("onresize", ondemandIEResizeHandler);
window.attachEvent("onfocus", ondemandShow);

ondemandTemplates = [
    [ "Click the <b>"", "</b> link." ]
],
    [ "Hit <b>"", "</b>"."
],
    [ "Enter the desired information into the <b>"", "</b> field." ],
    [ "Complete the entry in the <b>"", "</b> field", ", then " ]
],

[ "Select an entry in the <b>"", "</b> list." ],
    [ "Complete the selection in the <b>"", "</b> list", ", then " ]
],

[ "Click in the <b>"", "</b> field." ]
];

ondemandPathMime = "/odplayer/";

ondemandShow();

ondemandFrame = true;

ondemandStart();
1. A method of enhancing presentation of a web page on a browser of the type that generates a presentation as a function of markup language elements on the page, the method comprising

encoding, within the web page, identification of at least one selected markup language element or page (collectively, "element") the presentation of which is to be enhanced,

encoding, within the web page, functionality (hereinafter referred to as "player") that enhances presentation of the selected markup language element on a basis of the identification,

wherein the identification is separate from the encoding of the functionality.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of encoding the identification includes encoding any of an enhancement and a reference thereto.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of encoding the identification includes encoding, as the enhancement, any of help text, graphics and other information to be presented by the browser.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that enhances the browser presentation by presentation of help text, graphics or other information encoded as the enhancement.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the step of encoding the identification includes encoding formatting for use in presenting the help text, graphics or other information.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that enhances the browser presentation by presentation of help text, graphics or other information encoded as the enhancement in accord with the formatting.

7. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of encoding the identification includes encoding, as a reference to the enhancement, an I.D. for the selected markup language element.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that enhances the browser presentation by presentation of information associated with the I.D.
9. The method of claim 7, wherein the I.D. is associated with any of help text, graphics and other information that is to be presented by the browser and that is maintained separately from the encoding of the identification.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that enhances the browser presentation by presentation of the help text, graphics or other information associated with the I.D.

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the I.D. corresponds to any of help text, graphics and other information that is any of encoded in the web page separately from the identification and maintained in a store accessible by any of the player and browser.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that access the help text, graphics or other information associated with the I.D. from the store.

13. The method of claim 1, comprising encoding the player as any of a script, applet and a control.

14. A method of enhancing presentation of a markup language document on a browser of the type that generates a presentation as a function of markup language elements in the document, the method comprising

encoding, within the markup language, any of a function, table, store, list, control and other invocable or addressable mechanism that identifies at least one selected markup language element or page (collectively, "element") the presentation of which is to be enhanced,

encoding, within the web page, functionality (hereinafter referred to as "player") that enhances presentation of the selected markup language element on a basis of the identification.

15. A method of enhancing presentation of a markup language document on a browser of the type that generates a presentation as a function of markup language elements on the document, the method comprising
encoding, within the markup language document, identification of at least one selected markup language element or page (collectively, "element") the presentation of which is to be enhanced,

wherein the identification comprises a non-conventional attribute within a conventional markup language element.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein

the conventional markup element is an element of the form specified by a standards organization for use with a browser, and

a non-conventional attribute is an attribute of a conventional element which attribute any of (i) does not interfere with browser processing of the conventional element in which it (the non-conventional attribute) is included, (ii) is parsed by the browser for inclusion in the internal representation of the document, and (ii) is not otherwise interpreted by the browser.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein the step of encoding the identification includes encoding any of an enhancement and a reference thereto.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the step of encoding the identification includes encoding, as the enhancement, any of help text, graphics and other information to be presented by the browser.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the step of encoding the identification includes encoding formatting for use in presenting the help text, graphics or other information.

20. The method of claim 17, wherein the step of encoding the identification includes encoding, as a reference to the enhancement, an I.D. for the selected markup language element.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the I.D. is associated with any of help text, graphics and other information that is to be presented by the browser and that is maintained separately from the encoding of the identification.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the I.D. corresponds to any of help text, graphics and other information that is any of (i) encoded in the markup language document
separately from the identification and (ii) maintained in a store accessible by any of the player and browser.

23. A method of enhancing presentation of a web page on a browser of the type that generates a presentation as a function of markup language elements on the page, the method comprising

encoding, within the web page, functionality (hereinafter referred to as “player”) that enhances presentation of a selected markup language element or page (collectively, “element”) on a basis of an enhancement encoded as a non-conventional attribute within the selected markup language element,

wherein a conventional markup element is an element of the form specified by a standards organization for use with a browser, and a non-conventional attribute is an attribute of a conventional element which attribute any of (i) does not interfere with browser processing of the conventional element in which it (the non-conventional attribute) is included, (ii) is parsed by the browser for inclusion in the internal representation of the document, and (iii) is not otherwise interpreted by the browser.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that enhances the browser presentation by presentation of help text, graphics or other information encoded as the enhancement.

25. The method of claim 23, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that enhances the browser presentation by presentation of help text, graphics or other information encoded as the enhancement in accord with the formatting specified with the non-conventional attribute.

26. The method of claim 23, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that enhances the browser presentation by presentation of information associated with an I.D. specified with the non-conventional attribute.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that enhances the browser presentation by presentation of the help text, graphics or other information associated with the I.D.
28. The method of claim 27, wherein the step of encoding the player includes encoding functionality that access the help text, graphics or other information associated with the I.D. from a store.

29. The method of claim 23, comprising encoding the player as any of a script, applet and a control.

30. A method of enhancing presentation of a web page on a browser of the type that generates a presentation as a function of markup language elements on the page, the method comprising:

   encoding, within the web page, identification of at least one selected markup language element or page (collectively, “element”) the presentation of which is to be enhanced,

   executing that web page within that browser,

   monitoring a response from a user corresponding to those selected markup language elements,

   enhancing the presentation of those selected markup language elements according to predetermined actions.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein the web page comprises a markup language supporting markup language elements that are presented by the browser.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the web page comprises HTML.

33. The method of claim 30, wherein the step of enhancing those selected markup language elements further comprises presenting those elements in a format other than the format that would have been utilized by the web page absent the enhancement.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein those enhancements provide means for presenting those markup language elements in a format such that a sight-impaired person can respond to it.

35. The method of claim 33, wherein those enhancements provide means for presenting those markup language elements in a language other than that in which they were originally encoded in the web page.
36. The method of claim 33, wherein those enhancements provide means for presenting a content of one or more markup language elements in a language other than that in which it was originally encoded.

37. The method of claim 30, wherein the step of enhancing the presentation further comprises presenting an audio-visual presentation.

38. The method of claim 30, wherein the step of enhancing the presentation further comprises coupling the browser with a help-desk attendant which receives messages from the user and responds to those messages.

39. The method of claim 38, further wherein the help-desk attendant is any of help-desk personnel and an automated attendant.

40. A method of enhancing presentation of a web page on a browser of the type that generates a presentation as a function of markup language elements on the page, the method comprising:

executing recorder functionality for identifying those markup language elements or pages (collectively, "elements") and selectively encoding identifiers for one or more of those elements the presentation of which is to be enhanced,

executing that web page within that browser,

monitoring a response from a user corresponding to those selected markup language elements,

enhancing the presentation of those selected markup language elements according to predetermined actions.

41. The method of claim 40, wherein executing a recorder functionality further comprises monitoring execution of the web page and detecting said elements during the execution.

42. The method of claim 41, wherein detecting said elements further comprises selectively encoding identifiers corresponding to said detected elements, that selection performed by an operator of said recorder functionality.
43. The method of claim 42, further comprising encoding enhancement formatting corresponding to those selected elements.

44. The method of claim 40, wherein encoding those enhancement formatting further comprises encoding those enhancement formats in any of the web page and a data store.

45. The method of claim 44, wherein that data store is located on a server coupled with a client executing said browser.

46. The method of claim 44, wherein that data store is located on a client executing said browser.

47. In a digital system of the type that executes a browser which accepts markup language web pages containing HTML elements and creates a document object model corresponding to those elements, the improvement comprising:

   a browser executing said web pages, those web pages containing tags identifying HTML elements or pages (collectively, “elements”) to be enhanced according to an enhancing format stored in any of the web page and a data store, said browser creating a document object model representative of said web pages,

   a player coupled with that document object model, the player locating those tags identifying those elements to be enhanced,

   that player further in communication with a data store containing at least enhancing formats relating to those identified elements, the player selectively accessing that data store and retrieving those enhancing formats in response to locating an identified element to be enhanced, the player modifying said document object model according to said enhancing format,

   the browser presenting the element according to the enhanced format instead of the original format within the web pages.

48. The improvement of claim 47, wherein those identifying tags are encoded within those web pages by functionality operated before those web pages are executed by said browser.
49. The improvement of claim 47, wherein those enhancing formats are stored by a recorder program operated before those web pages are executed by said browser, those enhancing formats stored in any of the web pages and the data store.

50. The improvement of claim 47, further wherein the player identifies user object interfaces via identifiers encoded within the application.

51. The improvement of claim 49, further wherein the identifiers comprise tags, those tags further comprising predetermined executable actions.
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Please enter your name, your current residence, and your social security number. This information is used to identify and track your application.

NAME: JOHN DOE
CURRENT ADDRESS: 123 Main St
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 111-11-1111
TYPE OF APPLICATION: REFIN

If you are buying a new home, type "New" in this space. If you are refinancing the mortgage on your current home, type "Refin".

You cannot enter the property address because you are refinancing your current residence. The address has been filled in for you.

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 123 Main St
PRICE: $0
DOWN PAYMENT: $0
CURRENT VALUE: $0
YEARS AT RESIDENCE: 

Please enter your place of employment.

PLEASE ENTER:

EMPLOYMENT: 
SALARY: $0
CREDIT: $0

Please enter your annual salary.

Please enter your total monthly payments on any credit cards you have.
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